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The Caucus of Women Legislators gathers at the Grand Staircase in the State House for its 2007-2008 group photo.

NCSL Forum on Building Strong Legislative Caucuses
Representative Marty Walz (D-Boston), House Chair of the Caucus of Women Legislators, and Representative Gloria Fox
(D-Boston), Vice Chair of the Black Legislative Caucus, were two of the featured panelists in the forum “Strong Legislative Caucuses,” held during the annual meeting of the National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL). Other panelists included Oklahoma
Representative Shane Jett (R-Tecumseh), former New York Assembly Majority Leader Paul Tokasz (D-Cheektowaga/Lancaster),
Washington Representative John McCoy (D-Tulalip), and Justin Sargent (Director of Operations and Outreach, Office of the Senate
Majority Leader, WI). Former Kansas Senate Majority Leader Lana Oleen (R-Manhattan) moderated the forum for over a hundred
attendees.
Speakers expressed their views on how to build a strong and effective legislative caucus. Ideas ranged from logistics such as the necessity
of a full-time staff to a philosophy of open communication in bipartisan
groups. When disagreements arise, “communication” and “love and trust”
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are the keys to successful conflict resolution, Representative Fox told atCaucus Hosts Brown Bag Lunches
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tendees. The panelists in general agreed that there should be a preSenate President Murray Shares
determined system for working through disagreements.
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Unity was another common theme, both unity within the caucus,
and within the legislature as a whole. Native American caucuses work not
Update: Work Family Council Bill
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only with Native American legislators, but also find common ground with
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legislators representing rural areas. Former Assemblyman Tokasz cited
Caucus Screening Committee Reviews
examples of strong leadership when several caucuses were able to collaboAppointment Applications
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rate on items of common interest. Representative Jett added that it is important to prioritize the unity of the
(Continued on page 4)
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The Caucus of Women Legislators has had another successful and active quarter. From the re-launch of our brown
bag lunches to an update on where we are in the Women’s
Commission appointments process, we invite you to read about
the Caucus’ many activities these past months.
Coming up for us is our “157, And Counting” event on
October 11, a reunion of former and present women legislators.
On this very special night, legislators from as far back as the
1970’s will be joining us to reflect on shared experiences as
well as the many changes over the years, and to connect and
reconnect with colleagues and friends.
Also coming up is our October brown bag lunch with
the Lung Cancer Alliance, scheduled for October 24 at noon in
the House Members Lounge. Lung cancer is the number one
cancer killer of women, so we hope you’ll attend this very important lunchtime briefing.
We always invite your ideas and your feedback.
Sincerely,
Marty Walz and Susan Fargo

ABOUT THE CAUCUS OF WOMEN LEGISLATORS

The Massachusetts Caucus of Women Legislators is a bipartisan, bicameral group of female legislators, the mission of which is to enhance the economic
status and equality of women and to encourage and
foster women in all levels of government.
There are 49 women in the 200-person Massachusetts Legislature (24.5%). This quarterly publication produced by the Caucus of Women Legislators
aims to provide information about the work and activities of the Caucus.
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CONGRATULATIONS!
Members share with us news of their achievements!
On August 4 and 5, Representative
Anne Gobi (D-Spencer) participated
in the 27th annual Pan-Massachusetts Challenge, completing a 192-mile bike ride
from Sturbridge to Provincetown to raise
money for cancer research. An annual
event for the Representative, she rides with
the names of cancer patients, survivors, and those who have
lost their battle with the disease imprinted on her jersey.

On September 27, the M. Patricia
Cronin Foundation to Fight Ovarian
Cancer presented Senator Joan M.
Menard (D-Fall River) with its Pat’s
Friend award for her dedicated work with
the Foundation as an Advisory Board
member, supporter, and advocate.

Caucus Hosts Brown Bag Lunches
Jane Doe, Inc., the Massachusetts Breast Cancer Coalition, and the Ovarian Cancer
Awareness Coalition featured at brown bag discussions
Over lunch in July and September, legislators and staff
joined advocates from three state-wide coalitions to discuss domestic violence prevention, women’s cancers, and proposed legislation related to these issues.

violence training for the first time.
Advocates have also proposed two bills this legislative
session that Jane Doe, Inc. believes would make important advances in victims’ rights. S. 1002, referred to as the Sexual Assault Restraining Order bill, is sponsored by Senator Pam Resor
**********************
(D-Acton) and Representative Peter Koutoujian (D-Waltham).
On July 18, at the Caucus of Women Legislators’ first
H. 657, An Act Relative to Housing Discrimination against Vicbrown bag lunch discussion of the year, Mary Lauby, Executive tims of Domestic Violence, Sexual Assault and Stalking was filed
Director of Jane Doe, Inc. - an umbrella group of 60 organizaby Senator Cynthia Creem (D-Newton).
tions working to end domestic violence and sexual assault in
Representative Kay Khan (D-Newton) moderated the
Massachusetts - spoke to those gathered about the dire “state of
discussion following Ms. Lauby’s presentation. Ideas for action
the state,” citing sobering trends in domestic violence around the included reestablishing a Caucus Taskforce on Domestic VioCommonwealth. Domestic violence-related fatalities are at an
lence and building a closer working relationship between the
all-time high, she said. At the time, the state had reached 36 do- Caucus and the Governor’s Council to Address Sexual Assault
mestic violence-related deaths. This number increased to 38 with and Domestic Violence.
the August murder of Elizabeth Cann of Norton by her on-again
*********************
off-again boyfriend Robert McDermott who then shot and killed
himself. Comparably, there were a total of 34 such deaths for all
On September 12, the Massachusetts Breast Cancer
of 2006 and 19 the year before.
Coalition (MBCC) and the Massachusetts Ovarian Cancer
Ms. Lauby described a number of factors contributing to Awareness Coalition joined legislators and staff at the State
this alarming rise: a steady decline in funding for core domestic
House for a brown bag luncheon hosted by the Caucus of Women
violence services, a “rash” of directors leaving domestic violence Legislators.
organizations who are not easily replaceable, and emergency
Representative Willie Mae Allen (D-Boston) introduced
shelters so full that many victims and their children must travel to the afternoon’s speakers: Erin Boles, Associate Executive Direcother states’ shelters for safe haven. What we have, she said, is
tor of MBCC, and Ursula Matulonis, M.D. of the Dana-Farber
“a crumbling system.”
Cancer Center and the Ovarian Cancer Awareness Coalition. Dr.
Recent court decisions have not made it any easier for
Matulonis was joined by other Coalition representatives, Nancy
advocates to aid victims of domestic violence. One ruling essen- Farrell, President of the M. Patricia Cronin Foundation, and ovartially requires a victim to testify at trial or forego prosecution,
ian cancer survivor Barbara O’Brien, President of the Massachugiving batterers incentive to harass and threaten their victims
setts chapter of the National Ovarian Cancer Coalition (NOCC).
until they withdraw the case. “My concern,” Ms. Lauby said, “is
Prevention and awareness were the themes of Septemthat the victim-centeredness we’ve spent thirty years building up ber’s luncheon. Ms. Boles highlighted new research linking
is slowly eroding.”
breast cancer incidence to environmental factors and advised
Despite these challenges, there are signs of improveattendees on things and habits to avoid. “Microwave food in glass
instead of plastic,” she told the more
ment. Last year, law enforcement officers received domestic
(Continued on page 4)
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Senate President Murray Shares Lessons Learned with NCSL
Women’s Network
On August 8, Senate President Therese Murray addressed over 100 state legislators, staff, and guests from around the country
as the keynote speaker at the National Conference of State Legislatures’ (NCSL) Women’s Legislative Network Luncheon in
Boston. She spoke about her rise to the Senate Presidency: from her beginnings in politics, collecting and trading candidates’
campaign literature as a child growing up in Mission Hill and Dorchester, to her frequent experiences of being the “only
woman at the table – literally.”
She also shared with attendees a number of lessons she has learned along the way:
First, know what you are talking about. If people can’t look at you as a knowledgeable and thoughtful person, they won’t look to you as a leader.
Second, don’t take it personally. There will always be those who resent you for your success and make themselves feel better by trying to minimize your role. Use criticism to your advantage. Don’t internalize it.
And, third, keep your drive and determination to succeed. If there is something you really want to achieve,
remember that any roadblock can be overcome.

Jane Doe, Inc., Massachusetts
Breast Cancer Coalition and
Ovarian Cancer Awareness Coalition speak at Caucus Brown Bag
Lunches
(continued from page 3)

Representative Marty Walz, Co-Chair of the Caucus of Women Legislators,
addresses attendees at the NCSL forum “Strong Legislative Caucuses.” Pictured from left to right: Justin Sargent, Massachusetts Representative Gloria
Fox, Oklahoma Representative Shane Jett, Former Kansas Senator Lana Oleen
(moderator), Washington Representative John McCoy, Massachusetts Representative Marty Walz and Former New York Assemblyman Paul Tokasz.

Representative Walz and Representative Fox
Speak to Legislators about Building Strong
Legislative Caucuses
(continued from page 1)

caucus over any one issue.
In the interest of unity, the Massachusetts Caucus of Women
Legislators prioritizes educational forums, networking, and building rela-

tionships, Representative Walz explained. She cited the dangers of
becoming isolated and taking on issues that then become “women’s
issues.” In a legislature that is 75% men, the Massachusetts Caucus of
Women Legislators must work to make its activities and priorities
“relevant to not only women but men,” Representative Walz told attendees.

than 20 legislators and staff in attendance. Plastics are
made of hormone-disrupting chemicals called phthalates
which can leach from products, especially when heated.
Research shows that the body’s absorption of these chemicals increases a woman’s risk of developing breast cancer.
Certain cosmetics also contain phthalates and other unsafe
chemicals. The Campaign for Safe Cosmetics Coalition
has developed a searchable database of cosmetics and personal care products that provides “hazard ratings” and aids
users in finding safer alternatives to their current products.
The lack of public awareness about ovarian cancer is one of the biggest challenges in the fight against the
disease. Because there is no simple diagnostic test for
ovarian cancer, Dr. Matulonis, Ms. Farrell, and Ms.
O’Brien stressed the importance of understanding the risk
factors and subtle symptoms of the disease, and of being
one’s own advocate by initiating conversations about ovarian cancer with one’s doctor. This knowledge and vigilance, they said, are the keys to prevention and early detection.
Later in September, to mark the end of National
Ovarian Cancer Awareness Month, the Zakim Bridge was
illuminated teal, the color of the cause. October is National Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
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Legislative Update: Work-Family
Council Bill
The Joint Committee on Economic Development and Emerging
Technologies will hold an executive session on October 10. Included on
the agenda is H. 361, An Act Establishing a Massachusetts Work Family
Council , which proposes the creation of a council to address workfamily balance. Council members would include various state agency
officials as well as 12 members appointed by the Governor, House, Senate, and the Caucus of Women Legislators.
Lead sponsor of the bill, Representative Lida Harkins (DNeedham), explained that the council would help bridge the gap between
innovative family-friendly policies and actual business practices. “No
systemic entity exists to share best practices, implement pilot programs,
or serve as a bridge between academia and the business world. I believe
the work family council…can fill this void,” Representative Harkins
said.
Organizations including the MIT Workplace Center and the
Child Care Resource Center also spoke in favor of the bill.
The Associated Industries of Massachusetts (AIM), the state’s
largest employer association, expressed concern that business interests
would be underrepresented on the proposed council. Representative
Daniel Bosley (D-North Adams), Chairman of the Committee, commented on the need to “deal with the new paradigm” of increasingly career-oriented families, but says the committee will likely issue a re-draft
of the bill, with an eye towards balancing the interests of employers.

Caucus Screening Committee
Reviews Appointment Applications
The Caucus of Women Legislators’ sixmember Screening Committee is currently reviewing
applications to fill three Commissioner openings on
the Massachusetts Commission for the Status of
Women (MCSW). The Caucus of Women Legislators is one of four appointing authorities to the Commission, an independent state agency dedicated to
advancing women toward full equality in all areas of
life and promoting rights and opportunities for all
women. The application period closed on September
14.
Chaired by Representative Anne Gobi (DSpencer) and Representative Mary Grant (DBeverly), the Committee expects to interview finalists and make its three recommendations to the Caucus’ Board of Directors by November 12. Other
Committee members include Representatives Willie
Mae Allen (D-Boston), Kay Khan (D-Newton),
Rosemary Sandlin (D-Agawam), and Alice Wolf (DCambridge).

Caucus Legislators Distribute Hundreds of
Backpacks for Back-to-School

Representative Willie Mae Allen, Representative Jennifer Callahan, and Representative Marie St. Fleur (pictured from left
to right) host back-to-school events in their communities.

This August and September, Representatives Willie Mae Allen (D-Boston), Jennifer Callahan (D-Sutton),
Mary Rogeness (R-Longmeadow), Marie St. Fleur (D-Boston), and Harriett Stanley (D-West Newbury) distributed hundreds of backpacks and school supplies to disadvantaged and low-income students in their districts
as part of a collaboration with the Caucus of Women Legislators, the National Foundation of Women Legislators, and Office Depot. These legislators hosted a number of back-to-school events across Massachusetts,
ranging from ice cream socials to community “hot dog nights,” where backpacks were presented to local students.
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